


 
 

 
 
 

Scheet 14  

The climate is (also) what you eat  

 
Introduction 
The production of the food that we eat is responsible for a huge 
quantity of climate-change emissions, as CO2, CH4, N2O. The 
impact on the dynamics of the athmosphere depends on how food 
species have been cultivated and transformed, what packaging has 
been used, the supply chains that brought the product to our table 
and the efficency of the waste’s means of disposal. Each of those 
steps consumes energy and resources and all the processes produce 
climate-change gases. 

Being able to become citizen of the present (which is the school’s 
purpose) means to take extreme care of what we put on the table 
daily, because eating is not only an action to satisfy our needs and 
desires, but also a choice of production, supply and marketing 
model that has an impact on the environement.Also, we should’nt 
forget that there is a close relationship between food and health. 

The link between these subjects (environement and health)is 
represented by the simmetric figure created by the double pyramid 
(food and environement) that links a correct and healthy nutrition 
(the choice of what we decide to eat)with the impact that the diet 
has on the environement (how it has been produced). 

The education that wants to take care of these global issues should 
start on a domestic dimension, analizing the meals, their 



 
 

 
 
 

preservation and expense, in order to avoid wasting energy and 
excessive food-waste. 

 

Class activities 

1. At home: Check your table! 

Materials 
- PC 
- Scale 
 
Carrying out 
- Create a spreadsheet, to be used by the students, to log the 
approximate quantity (in grams) of the food present on their home 
table for each meal. Use the categories (A- cereals; B- fruits and 
vegetables; C- milk, yogurt; D- legumes, eggs, fish,white meat, 
cheese; E- red meat; F- sweets, cakes) 
- Express the written quantities in a percentage compared to the 
total and, this way, compare it with the ones on the food pyramid 
(see transversal suggestions). Alternatively, divide the food logged 
on the spreadsheet in three categories: carbohydrates (C), proteins 
(P) and fat (F). As a guideline, consider C as 60%, P as 10/15% 
and F as approx. 20/30%. 
 
2. At home: Check the fridge! 

Materials 
- a fridge (fridge shape) drawing 
- Sticky notes (skotch pads) 
 



 
 

 
 
 

Carrying out 
- Ask the students to draw the inside of a traditional fridge, 
showing all the different compartments. 
- Get them to write, on the notes, the name of the food bought and 
logged on activity 1 that require refrigerated conservation.  

- Get them to position the notes on the most appropiate fridge 
compartment (on the drawing) in order to optimise the 
conservation and reduce the waste of energy and resources. 
 
3. Food shopping: the cart weight 
 
Materials 
- PC 
- scale 
- camera 
 
Carrying out 
- Draw up a chart and log on it all quantities of food bought, 
conserved and wasted in a month. We suggest to log using 
kilograms, even if the outcome will be necessarily approximate.  
- For each kind of food bought, write down: the origin, how is the 
packaging (1- no packaging, 1,5- not much, 2- medium, 3 big), 
also if the product comes from seasonal food’s raw materials(1) or 
not (2). 
- Calculate the difference between the quantities to get an estimate 
of the weekly waste. 
- The distance, in kilometers, between the student’s house and the 
food’s place of origin can enable an approximate environemental-
impact ranking of the shopping bought. The value of packaging 



 
 

 
 
 

(1-3)and seasonality (1-2) can provide a multiplication factor. 
- Once a shopping “weight” number is calculated, try to reduce its 
impact on the environement giving the students some real (or 
realistic) alternatives to the food on their spreadsheet 
and,consequently, lower the “weight” number. 
- Get the students to find all possible alternatives from food shops 
and supermarkets in their area through an active exploration of 
the territory. 
- Ask the students to take photographs of the best products and 
create a slide presentation of the sustainable alternatives found. 
 
Suggestions(storytelling/gamification) 

All the activities can be carried out in a competition between 
different groups of students, to understand which one wastes less 
and which one finds more alternatives to unburden the shopping 
“weight”. Be careful with the gamification of activity 1, avoiding to 
bring out too many negative opinions about the student’s family 
diets: diets are also cultural products and judging them can be 
discriminating. Also remember that activity 1 is a simplification 
and cannot substitute specific dietetic prescriptions given to the 
single individual by their doctors or health professionals. 
 
 
Transversal suggestions 
 
MATHS – Get the food pyramid, which is formally a triangle (or 
it’s specular image, the environemental pyramid) and calculate the 
different surfaces of the triangles inside the triangle. Afterwords, 
express the relationship as percentages; it may result useful while 



 
 

 
 
 

carrying out the educational activities. 
 
TECHNOLOGY – Create a conceptual scheme, simple and 
hypothetical, of the house fridge, starting with thermodynamics 
principles, and get the students to know the appliance we use 
daily. 
 
GEOGRAPHY – Create a map, online, highlighting the origin of 
the food analised in the activity and try to seek the commercial 
routes used to reach your table. 
 
ARTS – Look for representative visual arts from your territory 
that show tables set up with food from the past. What we used to 
eat? And what aspect used to have the food that we still eat these 
days? 
 
 
Web search 

 
Agriculture and Climate Change 

EU official site that explains the european guidelines for a 
sustainable agriculture.  
http://www.eea.europa.eu/signals/signals-
2015/articles/agriculture-and-climate-change  

 

Food Waste 

The European Commission presents and analyses the problem of 
food waste. 



 
 

 
 
 

http://ec.europa.eu/food/safety/food_waste/index_en.htm  

 

From the field to organic waste (VIDEO) 

Story of a carrot, from the field to the table and finally to the 
garbage bin. With all the possible risks to get wasted instead of 
getting eaten. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45jtKVirfZw 

 

Food Waste (VIDEO) 

EU campaign on food waste 

http://ec.europa.eu/avservices/video/player.cfm?sitelang=en&re
f=I111438 

 

The food in the fridge (VIDEO) 

A video that shows how and why conserving correctly our food in 
the fridge. 

http://www.marthastewart.com/971743/organizing-your-
refrigerator  
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